How to Measure the distance between the Bocce and Pallina for Skill Scores and Competition

As you know we have been working diligently to find the most accurate and easiest way to measure the distance between the bocce and the Pallina.

To be consistent across the state the following measuring will be used at all sectional and state events.

a. Place the zero end of the tape measure at the center base of the bocce ball.
b. Pull the measuring tape back until it is directly above the pallina.
c. Record this distance in centimeters.

At Sectional and State Events we will be using the following measuring tool to provide accuracy.

a. A can is placed over the pallina with a swivel tape measure attached.
b. Pull the measuring tape to the bocce top center
c. To measure other ball in contention, simply leave the can in place and move the take measure to the top center of the next ball.